FOR MUNICIPAL WASTE & RECYCLING MANAGERS

5 Reasons Why You Should Consider a
FleetMind Fleet Management Solution:

1.

Responsible Oversight

Program measurement and management oversight are critical to municipal waste organizations. From recycling credit
programs to fleet safety, municipal waste and recycling managers need to have a complete view of all fleet, equipment
and driver activity. FleetMind tracks drivers, vehicles, routes, containers, incentive programs - and more - to proactively
monitor your performance and activities in real-time.
 Powerful and flexible Report Center
 Identify potential vehicle maintenance savings
 Enforce policies such as idle and speed regulations
 Detailed tracking of incentives and recycling credits programs

2. Shared Services Management

If your municipality shares waste and recycling services with neighboring communities, FleetMind’s solution will track and
verify all services and billing. For any district or county authority structure, FleetMind will provide all stakeholders with realtime access to relevant results and information.
 Accurate calculation of participation and “set-out” rates
 More efficient use of the truck assets
 Optimized routing
 Easy management of recycling incentives

3. Safety

FleetMind provides key capabilities to make it easier for municipalities to implement and monitor fleet safety initiatives.
FleetMind’s fleet management solution provides managers with real-time visibility into driver activity and behavior. All
departments have access to centralized fleet safety data for a completely transparent representation of your fleet’s safety
performance.
 Centralized fleet safety data
 Monitor driver speeds
 Detailed event records
 Ability to set alarm criteria

4. Sustainability

Green fleets are focused on reducing fuel consumption, mileage and exhaust emissions, and on driving more safely
and efficiently. A must for every municipality! FleetMind helps you eliminate unnecessary emissions and reduce costs to
benefit your bottom-line.
 Improved fuel consumption management
 Reduced overall mileage
 Reduced emissions
 Driver monitoring and education

5.

Automated Service Verification

Municipalities place the highest value on ensuring accurate service delivery and a problem-free customer experience.
To help them achieve this, FleetMind provides a comprehensive cart delivery and management system that uses RFID
technologies for fully automated service verification. RFID tags associate each garbage can or cart with a specific
customer address. Drivers can quickly verify cart details by scanning these with handheld devices.
 Improve customer service
 Ensure accurate billing
 Verify recycling credits
 Track waste and recycling assets
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